
standard 03:Planes

Planes in 3D

Equation ofa Plane in 3-D

I M
A plane in 3D requires two things:↑piltzE

> 7

·

a pointin the plane Fo = (Xo,Yo,z0)

↳x

=
la,c

· the direction orthogonal to the plane n =ca,b,

L vector equation =n. (F-5) =0.

standard equation =ax+bytcz =d =h.Fo

example. Find the equation of the plane thatcontains the point(7,2,-1) and is orthogonal to the line given by
the parametrization (t)= < 1-2t, 3t,2-t.
We are given the point(7,2,-1) and a vector thatis orthogonal. F =(7,2,-1)!5 =c-2,3,- k

Since itis orthogonal, its direction vector is orthogonal to the -2x +3y - 1z =<-2,3,-k. 7,2, - k

plane. So we have our two parts. -2x +3y - z =
- 14 +b+1 =

-7

- 2x +3y - z =-7

example.Find an equation for P, the plane thatgoes through the points (0,1,2), 1-1, 1,3), and (1,2,2).

z
To find the equation ofa plane we need a point on the plane and normal vector .

1-1,1,3)& ·

. (1,2,2)8

. We are given three points to choose from and can find a normal vector by finding
Pi 30,1,2)

- -- >Y a cross product between two vectors in the plane, the vector between given points
Work:10,1,2) to (-1,1,2) is <-1,0,1 and 10,1,2) to (1,2,2) is <1,1,07." 5 =x-1,0,1xx,1,0

=[jk =(0-12 - 10 - 15 +(- 1 -0)
-Y

-10 I = - 15 +15 - 1k

110 =x -1,1, -k

standard equation:ax+bytcz =n. o
- (x + 1y - 1z =x -11-13.0,1,2)

- x +y - z =0 +1 -2

-x +y - z
=

- 1

example. Let P, be the plane found in the above example and 4, be the plane described byx-y +2z =1. Do these

planes intersect?If so, find the line ofintersection and the cosine ofthe angle between the planes?
Ifthe normal vectors of4,sP: are scalars ofeach other then theydo not

intersect, otherwise we can find L. Since his contained in P. and 42. L
1

In mustbe orthogonal to the normal vectors for each plane, n, and 2. Thus

--- 7 Y
the direction ofLis ,x2. To find the initial pointofthe line, we must

" find a x,y,zs.t. 4, and P2 are satisfied.
>

-Y
n,=x-1,1,- 13!πz =x1,- 1,2) finding initial point: using the point(1,0,0)

>

nix=5jk -x+y - z =- 1 and 5 =x,1,0

- I I - I x - y +2z
=1 v(t) =x1,0,0 ++x,1,0

I - I 2 0x +0y +1z =0

=(2-1)i - (-2- (-1))j +(1- 1) E z=0

=12 - (-15 +0R if z=0 then x-y=1

=<,1,0> choose y =0, then x=1



The angle between 2 planes is found through finding the
7 angle between their norms, this is equivalent due to

=4,900 complementary angles.
& 15.IllInzIICosO =n,ez

⑦ /1-12 +(11 +(-x4'((1)2+(-x4 +(212'0s8=(-1)(1) +(1)(-1) +(-1)(z)

15ICOS8 = -1-1-2

COS8=
-4/3 =

-23

Distance

↳
Distance from a pointP, to the plane.
Pick a pointpo in the plane, name the distance between P, and Po,5. This

may not be the shortestdistance from the pointto the plane, the shortest

distance is on the normal vector of the plane, so we take D= Icomp-b1.

example.Find the distance from the point(2,1,2) to the plane x+y+z = 1.

To find a pointon the plane settwo variables to zero: (0)+(0)+ z =1 =P0 =(0,0,1)

The vector between (X,,y,Zil!(X-,Y,Zih is Xe-X., Yz-Y.,Zz-z:<2-0,1-0,2-K =32,1,k

The normal vector ofaxtbytcz =d is <a,b,c: F =< 1,1,1

Recall the formula comprb-. compt=
<1, 1, 1- <2, 1, k (1)(23+ (1)(1+(1(1)

=2.12 +12 +12'
-

1 + 1 +1

Note thatiftwo planes intersectthen the distance between them is zero, so a question aboutdistance only makes

sense for parallel planes.


